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ABSTRACT
Two recent computer programs, WRCOMP and ENGINE, by A.
Mathur, were used to examine the performance to be gained by
incorporating a wave rotor component in a turbofan engine with
mixed exhausts. The programs were transferred to a VAX-2OOn
computer, extended, and test cases reported by A. Mathur were
successfully reproduced. A comparison was made between
ENGINE, in which real gas effects are accounted for, and ONX
(by J. Mattingly) in which constant specific heats are used.
The inclusion of real gas effects proved to have a significant
impact on the predicted performance. An extension of Mathur's
results was made by varying the overall pressure ratio in the
wave-turbofan engine. Further cycle studies and experiments
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LPC = f Fan or low pressure compressor
LPT Low pressure turbine
HPC High pressure compressor
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OPR Overall pressure ratio
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AMEXIT Exit Mach number for wave rotor component
0Bypass ratio
CFL Courant-Friedrichs-Levy condition
C7C Compressor value for specific heat at
constant pressure
Cpf Turbine value for specific heat at
constant
f Fuel-air ratio
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I. INTRODUCTION
Interest by DARPA (Defense Advance Research Projects
Agency) and NAVAIRSYSCOM (Naval Air Systems Command) in
obtaining increased range for unmanned air vehicles (UAV's)
prompted the present study of wave rotor applications in
engines. The wave rotor offers potential to achieve lowe-
specific fuel consumption (SFC) and higher specific thrust by
allowing increased cycle temperatures without increasing
turbine inlet temperature. The goal of this study was to
examine the potential benefits of incorporating a wave rotor
in a turbofan engine with mixed exhausts. The results showed
that significant benefits could be obtained in both SFC and
specific thrust den.?nding upon the selection of other cycle
parameters.
Chapter II describes the wave rotor concept, presents a
general background on trends in gas turbine technology, gives
a description of a wave rotor engine component and introduces
the two computer programs (ENGINE and ONX) which were used in
the study. Chapter III gives a detailed description of the
ENGINE code and presents a comparison of results obtained with
ENGINE and ONX. Chapter IV gives a description of the WRCOMP
program, which analyses the unsteady wave rotor flow, and its
interface with the ENGINE program. Chapter V gives results
obtained using the codes for the performance of a turbofan
1
with mixed exhausts, with and without a wave rotor component.
Conclusions and recommendations for further work are given in
Chapter VI. Details are given in the appendices. Appendices
A and B contain procedural guides, sample results and program
listings for ENGINE and WRCOMP, respectively, while Appendix
C describes file transfer and graphics procedures which were
used in the course of the study.
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II. BACKGROUND
A. POTENTIAL FOR WAVE ROTOR APPLICATIONS IN ENGINES
A wave rotor is a partial admission device which causes
one gas to compress another by wave propagation [Ref. l:p. 1].
A series of straight compression tubes are aligned on a rotor
encased in a drum. The rotor rotates on a fixed axis. Flow
in and out of the wave rotor is steady while flow inside the
wave rotor tubes is unsteady. Figure 1 shows an example of a
wave rotor component. The single wave rotor component serves
the same function as the combination of a compressor and a
turbine mounted on the same shaft.
Co.~gssged ak
Figure 1. Wave Rotor Component [Ref. l:p. 294]
Figure 2 shows a turbofan engine configured with an
axially mounted wave rotor component.
3
Figure 2. Wave Rotor Turbofan Engine [Ref. 1:p. 293]
Development of wave rotor devices for engines began in the
early 1950's. By the early 1960's, gains were achieved in
performance through improved seal design and improved timing
of the waves arriving at inlet and outlet ports ("tuning")
[Ref. 1:p 174]. Few developments were attempted after the
1960's, except by Brown-Boveri in Switzerland. The Brown-
Boveri "Comprex" is presently being produced as a commercial
supercharger and is available in trucks, heavy equipment and
Mazda diesel automobiles. Reference 1 provides a comprehen-
sive review of wave rotor technology.
Wave rotor components have promising applications in small
engines in the 600 to 1000 lb. thrust range. Such engines
have applications in cruise missiles, remotely piloted
vehicles (RPV's), helicopters and small thrust turbofans. The
more conventional epproach, however, has been to pursue
increased turbine inlet temperatures in conventional gas
4
turbine engines to achieve the desired improved performance.
However, in the process, the requirement for turbine cooling
also increased. The wave rotor offers the potential to
increase performance without the attendant necessity for
cooling.
Studies of engine performance indicate that a wave rotor
component must be included in the initial cycle optimization
rather than be added to an existing engine design. Wave rotor
components require, optimally, different compressor and fan
pressure ratios. The inclusion of a wave rotor reduces the
number of stages required for compression to a constant cycle
pressure ratio and allows higher maximum temperatures in the
cycle for the same turbine inlet temperature. Performance
predictions for gas turbine engines incorporating wave rotor
components show decreased specific fuel consumption and
increased specific thrust for any fixed value of turbine inlet
temperatures.
Figure 3 shows the gains that are thought to be achievable
in the performance of small engines [Ref. l:p. 292]. In Figure
3, "near term improvements" include higher rpm (for a given
engine size) and higher turbine temperatures. "New engines"
will include composites, ceramics, or new materials. Some
current "revolutionary engines" include the compound cycle,
the eccentric, the recuperated and the wave rotor engine [Ref.
l:p. 292]. The conventional, eccentric and the recuperated
engines are fundamentally limited by the maximum allowable
5
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Figure 3. Trends in Engine Development [Ref. 1:p. 292]
turbine inlet temperature (TIT) [Ref. 2:p. 60). The wave
rotor engine is the only engine that promises significantly
increased performance without requiring an increase in TIT
[Ref. 3:p. 293].
B. ENGINE PERFORMANCE CODES
Two engine performance codes were available for the
present study, ENGINE and ONX. There were some differences
between the two programs. ENGINE calculated real gas effects
based on fuel-air ratio and temperature, while ONX used
constant specific heats at the compressor outlet and
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downstream of the turbine inlet station. In both programs,
the engine performance is obtained by equating power balances
across the turbine and compressor sections, and describing an
expression for the enthalpy rise a-.-oss the burner section.
Program ENGINE was developed by A. Mathur [Refs. 3; 4),
and uses notation developed by Vavra [Ref. 5], and Vanco
[Ref. 6]. The program calculates the performance of a
turbofan engine with mixed exhausts with and without the wave
rotor component.
Program ONX was developed by J.D. Mattingly [Ref. 7], and
it uses methods and notation developed by G. C. Oates [Ref.
8]. The program calculates the performance for a variety of
engine configurations including a turbofan with mixed
exhausts.
C. WAVE ROTOR INTERNAL FLOW DESCRIPTION
In 1984, A. Mathur developed a FORTRAN program (WRCOMP) to
analyze the unsteady processes in wave rotors [Ref. 9]. A
detailed description of the analysis and code are provided in
Reference 9. WRCOMP uses a l-D, random choice method (RCM) to
solve the hyperbolic, nonlinear conservative system of
equations by solving localized Riemann problems. Shocks have
sharp resolution. Discontinuities are modelled as jumps. The
code is first order accurate in time and it is unconditionally
stable. Further explanations and details on the Random Choice
7
Method are given by Glimm [Ref. 10], Chorin [Ref. 11], and Sod
[Ref. 12].
WRCOMP calculates the unsteady process inside the wave
rotor, outputs the inlet and outlet port opening and closing
times required for correct design, and computes the perfor-
mance of the wave rotor given the total pressure ratio (TPR),
the static pressure ratio (SPR), the exit Mach number (AMEXIT)
and the (initial) reference density inside the wave rotor.
The performance calculations depend on a favorable comparison
for the mass flow rate into and out of the wave rotor
component. The outputs from WRCOMP are used as inputs to
engine performance calculations performed using the ENGINE
code.
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III. ENGINE PERFORMANCE CODE
A. DESCRIPTION OF THE CODE
A complete listing, procedural guide and sample results
for ENGINE are provided in Appendix A. The code incorporates
modular subroutines to calculate each section of the engine
cycle. A complete derivation of the code can be found in
Reference 4.
The following changes were made to improve the utility of
the code:
(1) The original data statement format was modified for a
user input interface;
(2) A pop-up menu depicting the configurations was added
(see Appendix C for details);
(3) An altitude table was incorporated to automate ambient
conditions using Reference 13;
(4) A graphics plotting Loutine was added using GRAFkit
software, Reference 14;
(5) A loop was constructed to increment for:
a) bypass ratio,
b) fan pressure ratio,
c) compressor pressure ratio,
d) LPT exit Mach.
A complete listing of the input parameters and a sample output
result appears in Appendix A.
ENGINE (and ONX) computes engine performance in terms of
uninstalled specific thrust and specific fuel consumption.
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The uninstalled specific thrust is defined as the thrust per
unit mass flux through the engine and determines the encine
size. The specific fuel consumption is the mass flow rate of
fuel per unit thrust and determines the range. A power
balance is written for each turbine and compressor spool. An
enthalpy rise is written for the flow through the combustor.
ENGINE uses loss coefficients and efficiencies to account for
component performance. The program also uses real gas effects
based on fuel air ratios and temperature. In contrast, ONX
uses pressure ratios and polytropic efficiencies to account
for component performance and assumes constant specifi. heaLs
across the compressor (Cp,) and downstream of the combustor
(Cpt). A necessary step, prior to the use of ENGINE, or
comparison between ENGINE and ONX, was to reproduce the
results reported by A. Mathur in Reference 4. These results
were successfully duplicated using the inputs given in
Reference 4 and Appendix A.
To achieve an accurate comparison between ENGINE and ONX,
the polytropic efficiencies required in ONX were computed from
the outputs of the ENGINE code using the component efficien-
cies, the actual and isentropic pressures and temperatures,
and gamma. A sample calculation is provided in Appendix A.
B. COMPARISON WITH ONX CODE
Since engine cycle calculations are greatly affected by
the inputs, especially the component efficiencies, an accurate
10
comparison between ENGINE and ONX could only be performed if
the flight parameters, the design choices, the design
limitations and the component efficiencies were the same.
Flight parameters include the flight Mach number and the
altitude. Design choices include the maximum temperature in
the burner, the lower fuel heating value, the maximum turbine
inlet temperature, the low pressure turbine exit Mach number.
the compressor pressure ratio, the fan pressure ratio, the
bypass ratio, etc. Fans, compressors, burners, turbines and
nozzles are characterized by component efficiencies, which are
t: . .i to the loss coefficients. The simplest test
case for comparison of ENGINE and ONX was the non-afterburning
turbojet. ENGINE calculated the turbojet case by setting the
bypass ratio equal to zero.
1. TURBOJET
With all input and component performance parameters
matched, the results of ENGINE were compared to those of ONX
for the case of the turbojet. The results are shown in Table
I. For the ONX (1) case, the Cpc and Cpt were selected to be
in the range that Mattingly referred to as "typical" values
(Ref. 7:pp. 116, 438]. The ONX (2) values for Cpc and Cpt were
the result of numerous iterations using ONX to try to achieve
agreement with ENGINE. The ONX (3) values for Cpc and Cpt were




M o = 0.79, h=35000 ft.
ENGINE: F/m = 41.88 lbf/(lbm/sec)
SFC = 0.899 (ibm fuel/hr)/lbf thrust
ONX ONX ONX
(1) (2) (3)
Typical Values req'd Average
Specific for from ENGINE
heats agreement results
Cp, 0.235 0.235 0.2434
Cpt 0.295 0.251 0.2508
F/m 55.18 40.04 35.94
SFC 0.992 0.954 1.001
Difference 31.76 4.38 14.18
F/mn
Difference 10.34 6.10 11.34
SFC
the ENGINE program output data. The differences were seen to
be surprisingly large
A comparison table was constructed of the pressure and
temperature into each component to trace where the
calculations began to diverge. The divergence was found to
occur in the enthalpy rise calculation across the combustor.
For ONX, the enthalpy rise gives the fuel-air ratio (f) as
12
CptxTt4-CPCx2't3
[CpfxTtf+hVxrijb] -Cp cxTt 4
and the test case in Table I gave f = 0.0152. For ENGINE, the
fuel-air ratio equation was:
f=A (T 4 ) -A (T 3 ) +fix [B( tt 4 ) -B( t(2)
[CpfxTtf +hvxT1 b] -B (TC 4 )
where,
(T) = Cx T- S x T2 + _E3 3 - C xT+ _S xT 5  (3)
2 3 4 5
and
B(T) =D ×T+ D2 xT2- D3 ×T3+ 4 xT4- D5 xT5 (4)2 3 4 5
With f, = 0.0 (f prior to the burner) ,the test case designated
ONX (1) in - le I gave f = 0.0103. Thus ONX calculated a
32.24% higher value for the fuel air ratio than did ENGINE.
The question then was, can agreement be obtained between ONX
and ENGINE using any reasonable values of the Cp's in ONX.
The result of an attempt to achieve such agreement is shown as
ONX (2) in Table I. Using Cp, = 0.235 and Cp, = 0.251, the
disagreement in specific thrust was reduced to 4.4% and in SFC
to 6.1%. It is noted here that the Cp value for air at the
temperature at the exit of the combustor (18600 R) in the
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present example is Cp = 0.271, considerably highcr than the
value required to approach agreement.
One further attempt was made to compare the code
predictions for a turbojet. Values of Cp were calculated at
the inlet and outlet stations of the compressors and turbines
using the enthalpies calculated at the stations by ENGINE in
the expression, h = CpT. An average of the in and out values
was then used as an input to ONX. The results are shown as
ONX (3) in Table I. The strong sensitivity of the performance
to the values used for the specific heats is evident in the
comparison of the results of ONX (3) with ONX (2).
The selection of Cp values, therefore, had a
significant affect on the performance calculations for
specific thrust and specific fuel consumption. In order to
examine the sensitivity to specific heats, ONX was run with
varying Cp, and varying Cp,. Figures 4 and 5 show the affect
that Cpt and Cp, had on the specific thrust and SFC given by
the ONX code. The sensitivity to the selection of the input
values for ONX is clearly evident in these figures.
A complete deviation of the real gas equations
programmed in £NGINE can be found in Reference 3. Further
details can be found in References 5 and 6. In short, the
stoichiometric combustion equation for a general hydrocarbon
fuel (CH2)n is expressed as a polynomial expansion. The
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Cp1
Figure 4. Effect of CPt on Specific Thrust and SFC
Y 1.4, y = 1.N350, CP¢ = 0.2434)
(3) and (4) are deiived from the constituents of the combus-
tion gases. The final form of the enthalpy rise for the
combustor is given as Equation (2). Thus Cp is effectively,
and properly, a function of fuel-air ratio and temperature.
Since the ENGINE code calculated the enthalpy using the fuel-
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Figure 5. Effect of Cpc on Specific Thrust and SFC
22 .2= 1.4 00, Yt = 1.3 5, Cp5 0.2508)
values for specific heats, the ENGINE code results were now
considered to be more reliable than the ONX results.
2. TURBOFAN
After successfully reproducing A. Mathur's results
[Ref. 4:p.7] for a turbofan with mixed exhausts, a comparison
between ENGINE and ONX was carried out for the same engine.
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The average values of Cp's given by the ENGINE results were
input into ONX. The results are presented in Table II. The
percent differences in the specific thrust and SFC, predicted




Mo= 0.79, h=35000 ft.
ENGINE [Ref. 4:P.7]:
F/m = 30.185 lbf/(lbm/sec)












The bypass ratio was varied keeping other parameters
fixed. Using ENGINE, a very narrow range of bypass ratio was
found for which the static pressures of the bypass stream and
the core flow could be equal at the constant pressure splitter
plate aft of the low pressure turbine. The results in Figu.-e
6 show that common trends were obtained with ENGINE and ONX.
As bypass ratio was increased, both SFC and specific
thrust decreased. However, the effect on specific thrust was
the largest. In fact, only a 5% decrease in SFC could be
obtained at the cost of a 20-30% decrease in specific thrust.
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Figure 6. Engine Performance Trends for ONX and
ENGINE Varying Bypass Ratio
(Mo = 0.79, h = 35000 ft, nf = 2.3, n, = 10.87, TIT = 1860 *R)
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To complete the comparison of ENGINE and ONX and to
examine the predictions of the ENGINE program, the following
parameters were varied and the results obtained for specific
thrust and SFC were plotted in the indicated figures: 1) exit
Mach number from the LPT (Figure 7); 2) maximum temperature in
the combustor (Figure 8); 3) fan pressure ratio (Figure 9);
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Figure 7. Effect of LPT Exit Mach Number (AMACH8)
on Specific Thrust and SFC
(M,, 0.79, h = 35,000 ft, nf = 2.3, ur = 10.87, TIT = 18600 R)
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As shown in Figure 7, the LPT exit Mach number had
little effect on the specific thrust or on the SFC.
In Figure 8, results are shown for varying turbine
inlet temperature obtained using ENGINE with bypass ratio
allowed to vary and with ONX with bypass ratio fixed. In the
cases shown in Figure 8, the bypass ratio of ENGINE was
allowed to vary such that the static pressure at the splitter
plate, where the bypass air is mixed with core air, was
matched. The mixed exhaust forced higher values of bypass
ratio as the TIT was increased. The higher bypass ratio
allowed the specific thrust to remain fairly constant. Since
significantly more air was bypassed, less fuel was required to
produce the same specific thrust as the TIT was increased.
Since the bypass ratio increased, the SFC decreased as the TIT
increased.
The results from ONX plotted on Figure 8 show the
effect of increasing TIT while keeping bypass ratio constant.
Fixing the bypass ratio resulted in increased specific thrust
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Figure 8. Effect of Varying TIT on Specific Thrust and SFC
(M. = 0. 79, h = 35, 000 ft, %f = 2. 3, n, = 10. 87, TIT =1860'R)
The range of fan pressure ratio was taken to be
between 1.0 and 4.0O. Figure 9 shows the performance
calculated as the fan pressure ratio was varied between 1.0
and 3.4. ENGINE required that the bypass ratio vary to
satisfy the equal-static-pressure condition at the splitter
plate. A very narrow band of fan pressure ratios was obtained
if the bypass ratio was also specified. ONX produced a
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Figure 9. Effect of Varying PRLC on Specific Thrust and SFC
(M. = 0.79, h = 35,000 ft, ,t = 10.87, TIT = 1860"R)
The result of varying compressor pressure ratio is
shown in Figure 10. The bypass ratio was fixed at P = 0.5.
ENGINE predicted a minimum SFC for compressor pressure ratio
range between 11.5 and 12.5 (whereas the minimum predicted by
ONX was greater that 20). It is clear from the curves in
Figure 10 that a pressure ratio less than that for optimum SFC
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Figure 10. Effect of Varying PRHC on Specific Thrust and SFC
(MO = 0.79, h = 35,000 ft, wC = 2.3, TIT = 1860'R)
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IV. WAVE ROTOR ANALYSIS
A. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION
The wave rotor component and the combustion chamber can be
considered to be combined to form a two port component called
a gas generator. Other models of the wave rotor component are
possible, but the gas generator model is the most straight-
forward. The equations and code for the wave rotor flow
modeling used in the WRCOMP program are described in
Reference 9. The equations for the wave rotor component as a
gas generator included in the ENGINE code are derived in
Reference 4. Figure 11 shows an unwrapped wave rotor and a
simplified wave diagram [Ref. l:p. 38]. Reference 1 describes
the gas generator process as a filling, emptying, filling and
emptying process.
The process can equally be described as two scavenging
processes separated by periods of stationary flow within the
rotor. There is a low pressure scavenge at station (4) and a
high pressure scavenge at station (2). The combustion exhaust
gas initially compresses the air inside the wave rotor and
then is scavenged to (4) by the incoming air at the low
pressure port (1). When the high pressure exhaust port opens,
the high pressure gas inside the wave rotor exits to the HPT
and effectively scavenges the wave rotor [Ref. 15:p. 63].
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qIN (USUALLY COMBUSTOR FOR GAS GEN. OR
AIR COMPRESSOR; RECWP.
COMPRESSED ENGINE FOR SUPERCHARGER)
AIR OFF- N
TAKE (AIR HOT-GAS OFF-TAKE
COMPRESSOR ONLY) H (- 2 GAS GEN. ONLY)
IN 
-o . .
IN 4 LOUT 
LOUT
(TO ATMOSPHERE)
Figure 11. Unwrapped Wave Rotor Component [Ref. 1:p. 38]
In the ENGINE program, the gas generator is modelled as an
internal combustion process in which a gain in total pressure
and a rise in the total temperature is achieved. The
performance of the gas generator is expressed as a function of
the static pressure ratio, the total pressure ratio and the
total temperature ratio across the inlet ports [Ref. 3:p. 14].
B. INTERFACE WITH ENGINE PERFORMANCE CODE
WRCOMP can be run alone or in conjunction with the ENGINE
code. Since the VAX system operates in windows, both programs
can be run simultaneously. Both procedures for running WRCOMP
are outlined in Appendix B. The original code used data
statements in SI units. It was modified to accept input
pressures in psi, temperatures in 'R, density in lbm per ft3 ,
25
gamma, fuel air ratio (f), and wave rotor exit Mach number.
In the coding, the analysis is nondimensionalized to the input
parameters. An output file, WRPERF1.OUT, was incorporated to
store the input parameters and to convert the English units to
SI units. Routines were added to compute the procedures
outlined in Reference 4 and to send the output to WRPERF1.OUT.
The DISSPLA plotting routines were disabled. In practice,
WRCOMP is run until the mass flow into the wave rotor is equal
to the mass flow out. Adjustments are made progressively to
RREF, the reference density inside the wave rotor, until the
mass flows are equal. For 1681 iterations, a CFL number =
0.6, a grid cell width of 0.01, and performing 20 Riemann
iterations, the total run time was about 14 minutes on the
VAX. An example output is presented in Appendix B.
From experience with WRCOMP and ENGINE, it is easier to
keep the overall pressure ratio constant for a series of test
cases. By keeping the overall pressure ratio constant, the
outlet pressure from the HPC stays the same. If the outlet
pressure from the HPC is the same and the performance
parameters for the wave rotor are kept the same, then the
value for the reference density which satisfies the mass flow
solution for WRCOMP also stays the same.
In practice, it is better to vary the overall pressure
ratio and maintain the same turbine inlet temperature. This
allows optimizing the fan, the compressor and the wave rotor
based on realistic cycle constraints.
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V. LOW BYPASS TURBOFAN CYCLE CALCULATIONS
A. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
The present work has been concentrated on the low bypass
turbofan engine, and what performance improvements can be
obtained by incorporating a wave rotor component. The initial
calculations have been made without reference to a specific
vehicle and mission. Considerations which underlie the
calculations and which limit their scope are discussed in the
following paragraphs.
The characteristics of low bypass turbofans provide a
reasonable match to the performance requirements for cruise
missiles and RPV's. However, the design limitations for the
components of a cruise missile may vary significantly from
those of an RPV, even though the two engines may have very
similar thrust requirements. A cruise missile may require
compact packaging and "low cost design" as it is considered a
"throw-away" or one-time-use engine, thereby relaxing the TIT
and cooling requirements. An RPV may require a lower TIT to
prolong its service life.
Some limitations are inherent in the bypass engine type.
A turbofan with mixed exhausts may be bypass ratio limited.
The bypass air is mixed with the core air at the splitter
plate, where the static pressures must match. If the Mach
number of the bypass air is too low, the losses are too great.
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Reasons for mixing the exhaust streams are to reduce engine
noise and to reduce the IR signature by reducing the
temperature of the core air by mixing vith the cold bypass
air. There is an improvement in performance ideally if mixing
occurs internally when there is a large temperature difference
between the two streams. [Ref. 8:pp. 165, 172]
The present representation of the wave rotor component is
somewhat limited. The modeling associated with instantaneous
port opening and closing may require further investigation.
Slow port openings may provide more efficient wave rotor
operation at length to width ratios below three and stagnation
pressure losses are predicted to increase as the length to
width ratio increases from three to six [Ref. l:p. 236].
In performing cycle calculations, care must be taken to
use realistic inputs for the wave rotor pressure ratio.
Reference 1, p. 18, suggests some practical limits. As the
static pressure ratio (SPR) increases, the efficiency of the
wave rotor dcreases. For good efficiency, total pressure
ratios should be about 2.0. In the gas generator model, or
pressure gain combustor, the total pressure ratio (TPR) should
range from 1.1 to 2.0, corresponding to a total temperature
(TTR) range between 1.5 to 3.8 [Refs 14; 15:p. 707].
The treatment of the wave rotor as an ideal component in
the engine cycle is a limitation which eventually must be
removed. The engine SFC and specific thrust depend greatly on
the component efficiencies used in the performance
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calculations. Their affects are not always obvious. A key
parameter in turbofan engine design is the bypass ratio. As
the bypass ratio increases, specific thrust decreases but SFC
decreases to a minimum and then increases [Ref. 8:p. 163].
The optimum arrangement becomes dependent on the efficiencies
attained by the individual components.
B. RESULTS
A study was conducted using WRCOMP and ENGINE to compare
a turbofan with mixed exhausts and incorporating a wave rotor,
with the baseline engine operating with the same turbine inlet
temperatures. Table III lists the input parameters used in
the comparison. A list of the component efficiencies is given
in Appendix A.
In maintaining a constant TIT, the effect of adding a wave
rotor component to the turbofan was to change both the SFC and
the specific thrust. The results obtained for an engine
designed with a wave rotor component operating in a gas
generator mode are shown in Figure 12.
For each run the fan pressure ratio (n.) was fixed and the
compressor pressure ratio (c) was varied. Initially, the
bypass ratio was allowed to vary to satisfy the equal-static-
pressure requirement at the splitter plate, for a mixed
exhaust. The calculated bypass ratio for all the test cases
ranged broadly from zero to three. The overall pressure ratio
was varied by fixing the fan and the wave rotor pressure
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TABLE III
RANGES OF INPUT PARAMETERS IN ENGINE COMPARISON
M. = 0.79 BASELINE TURBOFAN WITH
h = 35000 ft TURBOFAN WAVE ROTOR
TIT 1860
Mi-= 0.4
(bypass ratio) 0.5 varied
Itf 2.3 2.3 - 3.8
10.87 3.4 - 10.87
i 0 F 25.0 15 - 32
iTwr -- 1.6
Static Press. -- 0.4
Ratio
ratios and varying the compressor pressure ratio. The fan
pressure ratio was then increased. At each fan pressure
ratio, a specific range of values was obtained for the
compressor pressure ratio for which valid solutions existed.
As the fan pressure ratio was increased, the feasible range of
values for the compressor pressure ratio decreased (the best
performance range for the overall pressure ratio was from 22
to 26), and the bypass ratio decreased. For example, for
approximately the same TIT = 1860 and nop = 23.6 and for nf =
2.3 then r,, = 6.4 and 5 = 1.802; for %f = 2.8 then n, = 5.3 and
- 1.144. With the wave rotor incorporated, the SFC was
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Figure 12. Effect of Varying PRHC and PRLC for a
Turbofan with a Wave Rotor
(11. = 0.79, h = 35,000 ft, AMACH8 = 0.4, 0 varies)
thrust was also higher than the baseline engine except for the
case of nf = 2.3.
Since a large bypass ratio may not be acceptable for a
cruise missile (a larger bypass ratio would require a larger
fan size which may not meet the packaging requirements), the
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bypass ratio was set to 0 = 0.5, and the runs repeated. The
results are given in Figure 13. A much smaller range of
feasible compressor ratios resulted.
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Figure 13. Effect of Varying Compressor Pressure
Ratio at D = 0.5 for a Turbofan
(Mo = 0.79, h = 35,000 ft, AMACH8 = 0.4, P varies)
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Table IV shows the trade-off between % change in SFC and
specific thrust (referred to the baseline turbofan engine) as
the fan pressure ratio was changed.
TABLE IV
PERCENT DIFFERENCE FROM BASELINE ENGINE
FAN PRESSURE % DIFFERENCE % DIFFERENCE
RATIO SFC F/m
2.3 -15.62 -16.83
2.8 -10.22 + 9.01
3.0 - 8.05 +19.38
3.2 - 7.33 +23.79
3.4 - 5.65 +32.07
3.6 - 4.09 +39.76
3.8 - 3.12 +44.86
Since it was not obvious that the improved performance was
due to the wave rotor, the baseline engine performance was
calculated as the fan pressure ratio was varied from 2.0 to
3.5. The results are shown in Figure 14. It can be seen in
Figure 14 that, as the fan pressure ratio was increased, the
SFC increased very slightly and the specific thrust was also
almost constant. Thus the improved performance in Table IV
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Figure 14. Effect of Varying the Fan Pressure Ratio
for the Baseline Turbofan
Table - summarizes the results of the comparison of the
baseline turbofan with an engine that incorporates a wave
rotor component. The baseline performance is shown compared
to the wave rotor turbofan with the same turbine inlet
temperature (TIT), the same bypass ratio (0), or the best
specific thrust (ST). Of interest to a missile application,
a 9% increase in specific thrust and a 7.3% decrease in SFC
was obtained by incorporating a wave rotor into the baseline
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turbofan and increasing the fan pressure ratio to 2.8, while
maintaining 1 0.5.
Table V also infers other options available in particular
applications. For example, if the capture area was not a
design limitation, a higher bypass ratio (P = 0.91) and fan
pressure ratio (nf = 3.0) could improve the specific thrust
(ST) by 16.5% and decrease the SFC by 6.2% while operating at
the same TIT = 1860. Similar improvements in specific thrust
(ST) and SFC were obtained for lower values of TIT at the
specified lt, as shown in the "best ST" entry in Table V.
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TABLE V
COMPARISON OF BASELINE TURBOFAN WITH WAVE ROTOR TURBOFAN
CONFIG 71 f opr p TIT ST SFC
OR lbf Ibm DIFF DIFF
ibm hr ST SFC
sec lbf
BASE- 2.3 10.8 25.0 .50 1860 30.2 .832 -- --
LINE
WR:
SAME 2.3 6.4 23.6 1.8 1856 25.6 .727 -15 -12
TIT
SAME 2.3 5.0 18.4 .50 1443 26.1 .744 -13 -11
p
BEST 2.3 4.4 16.2 .03 1267 26.2 .744 -13 -11
ST
SAME 2.8 5.3 23.7 1.1 1876 32.6 .762 8.0 -8.4
TIT
SAME 2.8 4.6 20.6 .53 1624 32.9 .771 9.0 -7.3
BEST 2.8 4.0 17.9 .06 1409 33.1 .773 9.6 -7.1
ST
SAME 3.0 4.9 23.5 .91 1859 35.2 .780 16.5 -6.2
TIT
SAME 3.0 4.4 21.1 .48 1665 35.4 .782 17.3 -6.0
BEST 3.0 4.0 19.2 .17 1511 35.6 .780 17.8 -6.2
ST
SAME 3.8 3.9 23.7 .44 1874 44.3 .832 46.7 0
TIT
SAME 3.8 4.0 24.3 .53 1923 44.2 .832 46.5 0
BEST 3.8 3.8 23.1 .36 1825 44.3 .832 46.9 0
ST
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In the present study, the computer codes ENGINE and WRCOMP
were installed and successfully operated on a VAX computer
system. Modifications were made to enhance the utility of the
programs and the results reported by the codes' author, A.
Mathur, were reproduced.
Comparisons between the predictions of ENGINE and ONX (by
J. Mattingly) led to the conclusion that the use of constant
specific heats in ONX leads to less accurate results than can
be obtained with ENGINE, which includes real gas behavior
throughout. Indeed, the predictions of ONX were found to be
highly sensitive to the input values of specific heats.
In first attempts to use the codes to examine the
potential benefits of incorporating a wave rotor component in
a mixed-exhaust by-pass fan engine, it was found that benefits
were available which could not be obtained by varying the
conventional engine components. For example, while
maintaining the same by-pass ratio, a 9% increase in specific
thrust and 7.3% decrease in SFC were predicted if, in addition
to incorporating the wave rotor, the fan pressure ratio was
increased from 2.3 to 2.8. Increases in specific thrust of
almost 47% could be obtained with no change in SFC by
increasing the fan pressure ratio to 3.8.
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These results show that engines incorporating wave rotors
can have improved performance over conventional gas turbines
which are lirit-pd to the same turbine inlet te'e'-ature
levels. Further extensions of the ENGINE code
(1) to include other engine types
(2) to include friction and heat transfer in the wave rotor
simulation
are recommended. Also, studies to examine the effects of
varying static pressure ratio and stagnation pressure ratio
across the wave rotor, and of increasing turbine inlet
temperature, should be carried out.
Finally, an experimental program to validate the wave
rotor flow predictions and performance levels used in cycle





1. Log on to the VAX
2. At the DCL prompt type:
$gksetup ................ initialize GRAFkit software
Suis ................ sends plots to screen
$run ENGINElA ........... runs ENGINE program
........... select options from screen
3. To make changes in ENGINEIA.FOR:
$gksetup ............. only required once
$uis
$edit ENGINE1A.FOR .... to enter edit mode
*C ............. to enter full page editing
<CNTRL/Z>.............. exits edit mode
*exit .............. saves changes, DCL prompt returns
$FORTRAN ENGINEIA ..... compiles FORTRAN code
$link ENGINEIA,'GKL' ..links ENGINEIA and GRAFkit
$run ENGINElA
.............. follow screen instructions
4. To send your results to a laser printer:
$gksetup ....... initialize GRAFkit
........ environment
$!n03 ............. sends output to laser printer
$define gkout plot.dat .sends output to <fn>.<ft>
............ where plot.dat is your output
............ file name
$ln03s-sp ............... output to laser for square
.............. plot
$run ENGINLIA ........... follow screen instructions
$print/passall/que=ln03 plot.dat
............. plot.dat is the same file above
Note: Since the results are sent to an output file,
"plot.dat", they will not appear on the screen.
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B. POLYTROPIC EFFICIENCY SAMPLE CALCULATIONS
The following sample calculations use the ENGINE output
sample results from Section C in Appendix A.
Compressor efficiency:
In terms of cycle parameters,
ideal woric interaction A(l)
actual work interaction





For a given differential pressure ratio,
ideal work interaction A(3)
actual work interaction
The relationship with compressor efficiency is.,
= Y Ce A(4)
so that
in -z y C- I  ln 7 A(5)y c " ecc
or
e.= Y- . ln n C A(6)
YC n c
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giving, with Eq. A(6),
e c = 0.8772





giving, with Eq. A(6),
e, = 0.9132
Turbine efficiency:
For a given pressure ratio,
actual work interaction A(7)
ideal work interaction
In terms of cycle parameters,
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I t





For a given differential pressure ratio,
et = actual work interaction A(9)ideal ork i teraction
The relationship to turbine efficiency is
e t • (y -1)Atc A(10)
so that
in T = e n. it A(11)
Yt
or
= __ in rt n - A(12)t-I 1n n t
For the high pressure turbine (HPT):
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From ENGINEl.DAT:





giving, with Eq. A(12),
e t = 0.8392
For the low pressure turbine (LPT):





giving, with Eq. A(12),
e, = 0.8899




1. NOTATION COMPARISON FOR ONX AND EN(I
T iE
ON X 12 3 4 4b 4c '5 6 
•<.
cc so * <
WT LPT K
Layout of baseline Turbofan
S=taetion i[dentliictiJon :
0-1 Inlet Section
1-2 Lo Pressure Co-pressor
2-3 I|4 h Pressure Compressor
34 HM Burner
4-5 High Preqsute lurhble
5-6 Conqtmnt Preq Sure Mixer
$-S Low Presqure lurbine
2-? Byp.s, Duct




Wave Rotor as Gas Generator
Stat ion IdentiLoation:
0)-i Inlet secti|on
1-2 Lo. Pressure C-,'egsor
2 - 1 H igh tr " rte I'rc n 're . ,
-4 : uue Potr Cxl Main BuP1 er
- Ihrre ,sre 1,I 11".
S-: Con t-nt Pressure Mixer
6-6 Low Pressure Turbine
2- gyps:; Durt








h = 35000 ft.
p,,= 3.468 psi.... \ (calculated within
I the program)
T. 0= 394.1 OR ....
Design Choices:
Tfuel = 520 °R
FLHV = 18000 BTU/lbm-E
LPT exit Mach number (AMACH8) = 0 4
7Tf = PRLC = 2.3
it = PRHC = 10.8696
Component Figures of Merit:
r f = ETALC = 0.86
' = ETAHC = 0.88
h-PT = ETAHT = 0. 87
LPT = ETALT = 0.90
"lb = ETACC = 0.96
Maximum Component Temperatures:
Taxcc = 1860 OR
Taxp, = 3400 OR
Tawr = 2085 OR
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Aircraft System Parameters:
XI = HPT coolant air = 0.0
Bypass ratio = = 0.5
Component losses:
I BP = BPLOSS = 0.02
X cc = CCLOSS = 0.03
)..U = ABLOSS = 0.02 if AB off
=0.06 if AB on
Miscellaneous:
nimax PIMAX = 0.97
TCIDmax = PIDMAX = 0.97
VCOEFF = 0.97
With the Wave Rotor:
tsp = SPR = 0.4
nTPR = TPR = 1.6
RREF= reference density in WR = 3.6 kg/m 3
Wr exit Mach number = AMEX = 0.9





TURBOFAN ENGINE W1114 MIXED EXtIAUST
ItIFU1 DATA
MACH NO = .790 AL FHA = .o0
ALT (FT) = 35000. Fl u = 2.30
T:. (R) 394.1,-. PI D (MAX) - .97
Po (F'SIA) = 3.468 F Il = .97
DFNSITY =.00073824 FI N .97
(SLUG/CUFT) EFFICIENCY
CF C = .243 BTU/LPM-F PLIRNR - .96
CF T = .265 BIU/LDM-R MTE.H III FR = 1.:':
GIAITMA C 1.1100 mrcF .r 1. FIR = 1.00
GAIMMA T 1.350 LF COtiI r (FAN) : .6 (EC')
ST4 IMX - 186). (F) 1IF cOmrrF .91 (ECH)
H4 - FULL (EITU/LE4'I 4 19000. HF 1LUROIN, = .84 IEIH)
CIO = . (llr0 Lr TLJFURINE = .R9 (ETL)
COOL. II1 AIR #I = .1,0 , F'WR Et4H EFF I .0)
COOI_IN- AIR 412 = .)0 % FLVED AIR = .)0
F'OI/F' , - I .0CI
*** MIXER *P* ri MIX[P MAX 0 1.:0
RE SUL. r S
IAU R 1.125 A(* = 973.1 FI/SEC
FI R - 1.519 Vt' = 76,8.7 F1/SE
F'I = .970 MASS FLOW = 200.00 LE'l1!SFL:
IAU L - 5.138 ATI A Z1URO = 10.975/ S[FT
FWR TO .'0 I,W ATiA -FRO* = 10.Y507 SOFT
TALJ C'= 1.312 PT5I/F,') 3.367
ETA C'- .06014 T15*/lI0)-= 1.476
F C - ?5.00 TAIJ MI = 1 . 001(0
Fl C' = 2.300 TAIl M12 = I.It:11':
TAU C' 1.312 TAIl M = I .0111).i
ETA C' .9604 ri M = I
F'I CH = 141. R70 M5 = . '400
I AU CIH 2.0 11 M5 = .'m,
EIA CH = .8 824 Me, = .01,1( 0
F'I 1 = .17513 AS' /,5 = 0(),)1
TAIJ TH = . 6R55 GAlHMA M= 1 .3' 01)
EIA IH = .8669 CF, M = .26"'"1
F1 IL = .6390 ETA L = .893




F/M - 42.415 LE'F/LBM/S
S .9834 1/HR





THRUST = 8483. Liff
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c. ENGINE OUTPUT
FPR-2.3 OPR-25.0 TIT-1860. ABTEMP-3400. MACH NO-O.79 ALT-35000.
STATION IDENTi ENGINE INLET, STATIONS 0-1
TI- 394. TO- 444. P1- 3.5 P0- 5.1 FI-0.000 FO-.000 VO- 769.
STATION IDENT: LP COMPRESSOR, STATIONS 1-2
TI- 444. TO-t 582. PI- 5.1 P0- 11.7 7I-.000 Po-.000
ETALC-0.8600 GBAR-1.4004
ELPC-0 .8757
STAION IDENT: HP COMPRESSOR, STATIONS 2-3
TI- 582. TO-1206. P1- 11.7 P0-127.0 rI-.000 ro-.000
ETAHC-0.8800 GBAR-1.3870
EHPC-0 .9144
STATION IDENT: MAIN BURNER, STATIONS 3-4
TI-1206. TO-1B60. PI-127.0 P0-123.2 ri-.000 ro-.01O
STATION IDENT: HP TURBINE, STATIONS 4-5
TI-1860. TO-1295. P1-123.2 P0- 22.8 FI-.01O FO-.O1O
ETA-O.8700 GIIAP-1.3436
ET-0. 8379
STATION; IDEIJT: PP.E LPT MIXING, STATIONS 3,5-6
TI-1206. T2-1295. TO-t1295. P0- 22.8 F1-.O0O r2-.010 ro-.010
STATION IDENT: BYPASS DUCT, STATIONS 2-7
TI- 582. TO- 582. P1- 11.7 P0- 11.5 ri-.000 ro-.000
STATION IDENLt LP TURBINE, STATIONS 6-8
TI-129E. TC'.'104. Pl- 22.8 P0- 11.6 ri-.O10 ro-.010
ETA-0.9000 GLAR-1.3612
ET- 0.8901
STA-I0N IDENT: CONST. AREA MIXER, STATIONS 7,8-9
T1-1104. T2- 582. TO- 939. P1- 11.6 P2- 11.5 P0- 11.2
ri-.010 r2-.000 FO-.007 MX-0.40 M12-0.37 NO-O.40 ARAT-0.38
STATION IDENT: AFTERBURNER, STATIONS 9-10
TI- 939, T(I- 939. P1- 11.2 P0- 11.0 ri-.007 FO-.007
STATION IDENT: EXHAUST NOZZLE, STATIONS 11-12




SP.THPUST - 39.18 SFC - 0.832 BETA- 0.500 EXMACH- 1.336
(LBF/LBM/S) (iBM/HR/LBt)
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3. TURBOFAN WITH WAVE ROTOR: ENGINE OUTPUT
FPR-3.8 OPR-24.9 TIT-1860. ABTEMP-3400. RACH NO-0.79 ALT-35000.
STATION IDENTI ENGINE INLET, STATIONS 0-1
TI- 394. TO- 444. PI- 3.5 PO- 5.1 FI-0.000 FO-.000 VO- 769.
STATION IDENT: LP COMPRESSOR, STATIONS 1-2
TI- 444. TO- 682. PI- 5.1 PO- 19.3 FI-.000 TO-.000
ETALC-0.8600 GBAR-1.3992
ELPC-0.8841
STAION IDENT: HP COMPRESSOR, STATIONS 2-3
TI- 682. TO-1056. P1- 19.3 PO- 79.2 PI-.000 rO-.000
ETAHC-0.8800 GBAR-1.3870
EHPC-0.9022
STATION IDENTt WAVE ROTOR. STATIONS 3-4
TCCIN- 1199.0 TO- 1972.7 TREP- 2197.7
PIN- 79.2 Po- 122.9 PREF- 183.1
FIN-0.0000 Fo-0.0165 GLOCO-1.371 ID81-1
STATION IDENT: HP TURBINE, STATIONS 4-5




STATION IDENT: PRE LPT MIXING, STATIONS 3,5-6
TI-1056. T2-1649. TO-1649. PO- 52.4 FI-.000 F2-.016 FO-.016
STATION IDENT BYPASS DUCT, STATIONS 2-7
TI- 682. TO- 682. P1- 19.3 PO- 18.9 ?I-.000 rO-.000
STATION IDENT: LP TURBINE, STATIONS 6-8
TI-1649. TO-1335. PI- 52.4 PO- 20.6 rI-.016 FO-.016
ETA-0.9000 GBAR-1.3416
ET-0.8866
STATION IDENTt CONST. AR MIXE , STATIONS 7,6-9
TI-1335. T2- 682. TO-1133. P1- 20.6 P2- 18.9 PO- 19.4
Fl-.016 r2-.000 FO-.011 MI-0.40 M2-0.19 MO-0.31 ARAT-0.74
STATION IDENTt AFTERBURNER, STATIONS 9-10
T1-1133. TO-1133. P1- 19.4 PO- 19.0 FI-.011 FO-.011
STATION IDENT: EXHAUST NOZZLE. STATIONS 11-12
TI-1133. TO- 737. P1- 19.0 PO- 3.5 FI-.011 VO-2232. M0-1.68
GLOCO-1.3890 PRN-.18289 AEXIT-1329.8
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
AMACH8- 0.400SP.THPUST - 46.22 Src - 0.856 BETA- 0.500 EXMACH- 1.678
iLBF/LBM/S) (LBM/HR/LBF)
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D. ENGINE PROGRAM LISTING
C PROGRAM ENGINE
C DIMENSION xARAY(125),YAP.AY(125),XARAY(125).BpR(125)






COMMON/ETAS/ITALC, ETAHC, ETACC, ETAHT, ETALT, ETAAB,VCOEFP
COMMON/LOSsES/DiFLOS ,CCLOSS ,ABLOSS,BPLOSS




C**** DEFINITION Of PROGRAM SWITCHES
C**" CONFIG-O:CONVENTIONAL ENGINEI CONFIG-IzWAVE-ROTOR ENGINE.
C""* RODE-OiNON-AFTERBURNING CASEI KODE-i APTERBURNER LIT CASE.
C""* KASET-0:BYPASB RATIO (BETA) PRESCRIBED. KABET-11BETA CALCULATED.





C INPUT DATA (GENERAL)
C
C INITIALIZE THE DATABAE
WRITE(6,*)'HOULn YOU LIKE TO SEE THE POSSIBLE CONFIGURATIONS
> FOR ENGINE17 1,-YES 0-NO)'
WBITE(6,*'Hlt <Return> for next picture and to continue.'
READ( 5,' II) * IDESIGN
If (TDESIV"1-.90.0) GOTO 11
CALL LIB$SPAWN ('RENOIR ENGl.UIS')
CALL LIBSSPAWN ('RENDER ENG2.UIS')
CONTINUE
11 WRI'fE(6,*)'INPUT DESIRED CONFIGURATION:'
WRIE(6," )'CONFIG-(0-CONVENTIONAL I-WAVE ROTOR)'
READ( 5,' (I)' )CONFIG
M'OZ7IG-CONFIG
WRrTE(6,'Z0rDE-(0-NON A/0 1-A/B ON)'
REAO(5,'(l)' )FOtE
WRITEtb,,') 'SET-(0-BYPASS RATIO PRESCRIBED 1-BETA CALCULATED)'
READ(S, *(1)' IKASET
WRITE(6,*'WOULD YOU LIKE TO USE YOUR OWN PARAMETERS OR THE
> DEFAULT'
WRITE(6,6)' PARAMETERS? (1-OWN,O-DEFAULT)'
READ( 5,' (I)' )1
IF (101 .EQ.1) THEN
CALL FLIGHT(rMACH,ALT,PSO,TSO)





























C -** CALLING SEQUENCE Or COMPONENT SUBROUTINES FOR CHOSEN ENGINE ~
C--CONFIGURATION
C---------------------------------------------------------------------------





?P:E~~*~'pwITHTN DESIRED ITTP.Y !OM PARAMETER (Le W)
wprTE(6,*)' 1. BYPASS PATIO'
WPITE)6,*)' 2. VAN PRESSURE RATIO'
WRITE(6,*?) 3. COMPRESSOR PATIO'
WRITE(6,*)' 4. LPT EXIT MACH NUMBER'
READ(5,*)IANS4
IANSW4-IlANS4
NP!TE(6,*)'INFUT MN VALUE -
REhD( 5.) SMIN
WRITE(6,.')'INPUT MAX VALUE -
READ (5,*) SMAX





C WRITE(14,'(2X,A,2XA,2X,A)')' BETA'.' ST SVC sr
ELSEI? (IANS4.EQ.2) THEN
XILASEL-' PPLC
C WRITE(14,'(2X,A.2X,A,2X,A)')' PRLC',' ST ''srC'
ELSE!! (IANS4.EQ.3) THEN
XILABEL-' PPHC
C WRITE(14,'(2X,A,2XA,2X,A)')' PRC'.' ST ''SFC
ELSE!! (IANS4.EQ.4) THEN
XILABEL- 'AMACH8'
C WRITE(14,'(2X,A.2X,A,2XA)')'ANLACHB'.' ST ', SC
ENDI!
WRITE(14, '(2X,A,2X,A,2X,A,2X.A,2X.A,2X,A6,2X,A,2X.A)')' BETA '
>f PRLC -,F PRC Ol' PRAT #,I- TIT ',XlLASEL,t ST ',p SEC
1C2-1

















C--WRITE STATION RESULTS TO DEVICE 9 ON FILE ENGINE1.DAT-------------
C--ITERATION PLOT RESULTS ARE SENT TO 14 AND PLOT1.DAT---------------
6 WRITE(9,1)PRLC,PRAT,TMAXCC,TMAXAB,rFMACn,ALT
1 FORMAT(2X,'TPR-',Y3.1,2X,'OPR-'.F4.1,2,'TIT-',F5.O,2X,'ABTEMP-',







c 10 CALL ROTOR(P3,P4,T3,T4,PREF,RRE7,TRE7,F3,F4,SPR,TPR,AREX,TCCIN,
c >IDB,CON7IG)
10 CALL ROTOR( PRAT,i'1,P3,P4,T3,T4 .PREF,RREr,TPP,73,r4,SPR,TPR.AMEX,
>TCCIN, IDB,CONFIG)
20 CALL TURRIN(P4,T4,PS,T5,T5IB,r4,r5,35.PRAT,PRLC,PRHT.FRLT,XI ,5ETA,
>XASET, IDT)
CALL M!XCP(r3,FS,P3,T3,P5,T5,F6,P6,T6,XI ,IDM)




CALL MIXCA(P7 ,PS,T7,T8,H7,H8 , 7,FS,BETA,ARACBS,PIMAXT9,r9,P9,
>AMACH9)
GOTO 40
30 CALL MlXCP( 77, 78,P7,T7,P8,TB, F9,P9,T9,BETA, 1DM)
40 CALL BtIRNER( P9,T9,P1O,T1O, 79,710, IDB,KODE,CONFIG)





C WRITEC 6, *)'1C2-' ,1C2
C HRITE(6,*)'ST-',SPTHR,,src- ,,7C






















C CALL GRAFRIT PLOT ROUTINE
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
WRITE(6,*)'NOULD YOU LIRE TO PLOT THE RESULTS? (1-YES 0-NOV
READ(5,'(1)')1C5
IF (IC5.Eg.l) THEN




C '' ***END OF USER-DEFINED CALLING SOEC**********A
C
OPEN(UNIT-10,FILE-' ENGINE? .DAT' ,BTATUS-'NEW' I
NRXTE( 10, 3000)P6,P7,P8,Pll
CLOSE( UNIT-10)
3000 FORAT(SX,'P6-',F5.1,5x,'P7-'.FB.1,5x. 'PS-'.r5.1,Sx, 'P11-',
>rS. l//)








































P BAT- PRLC*PRACO TPR















C--MAX COMPONENT TEMPERATURES (R)
C NOTE: TMAXCC AND TMAXWR GET RESET TO VALUES CORRESPONDING TO






WPITE(6,*)'XNPUT % COOLING OR BASE IT ON TMAXCC:'














































WRITE(6,*)' INPUT FLIGHT MLACH NUMBER,'
PEAD(S,O)FKACH












WPITEi6,*)' TruEL-(TEMP OF FUEL IN R)'
READ( 5, * IFUEL
WRITE(6,*)' FLHV-(FUEL LOWER HEATING VALUE)'
REAO( 5,' )FLHV















WRITE(6,*)'INPUI CO~MPONENT FIGURES Or MERIT:(l-OWN 0-STD)'
WRITE(6,41'(STD: ETALC-0.66 ETAHC-0.68 ZTAHT-0.67 XTALT-0.90
> ETACC-0.96 ETAAS-0.96)'



























WRZTE( 6,*1 INPUT MAX COMPONENT TEMPERATURES'
WRITE(6,*' INPUT TMAXCC-'












C WRITECE,'h)' INPUT CTO- (TAK~E-Off POWER)'
c READ(S,*)CTO
WRITE(6,4)' INPUT % COOLING OR BASt IT ON TM.AXCC:'

















SUBROUTINE COMLOSS (BPLOSS ,CCLOSS ,ABLOSS)
WRITE(6,0)'COMPONENT LOSSES (PEPCENTS):(1-ORN O-STD)'


















WRITE(6,*)IMISCELLANEOUS COMPONENT CHOICES!(1-OWN 0-SmD)'









WRI TE(6,*)P INPUT PIDMAX-'
PEAD(S,*)PIDMhX












WRITE(6,*' INPUT RREr- kg/a'3'
WRIT9(6,W) INPUT AMEX-'
READ( 6, *)AMEX
C --- TO INPUT TCCIN CHANGE WRSPECS SUBR AND CALL--------------------
























10 FOPMAT(SX,'STATION WDENTt ENGINE INLET, STATIONS 0-11/)
































10 rORLKAT(5X,'SrAZON ZVENT: HP COMLPRESSOR, STATIONS 2-3/1)
20 FORMAT( I, 'TI-' .75.0,2X, 'TO-' ,75.0,2X,'PI-' ,r5.1,2X,'PO-',
>75.1,2X,'7I-',74.3,2X,'FO-',F4.3/,SX.'ETAIC-',r6.4.2X,'GBAR-',























































C ---- COMPUTE TEMP INTO THE BURNER (TCCINj------------------------
TCCIN-TIN*(PRAT1*PT1/PIN)**((GLOCO-1.)/GLOCO)
C WRITE)6,*)'PRAT1-',PRkAT1,' PT1-',PT1















SUBROUTINE BURNER( PIN,TIN.?O,TO,FIN,FO, 1D52 ,ODE.CONFIG)
INTEGER CONFIG




C----------------- CONfIG-1 GOTO WAVE ROTOR CALC
C------------------- coNrIG RESET - 0 IN ROTOR SUBROUTINE
59
C------ IDS INCREASED BY 1 IN ROTOR BUBR
C ---------- OGI-0 AND IDB-I COTO MAIN CC CALC



















C --- AFTERBURNER CALC---------------------------------------------------
C --- A/B ON






















60 FORMAT(5X,'STATION IDENTt MAIN BURNER, STATIONS 3-4'/)
70 FORMAT(5X,'TI-' ,15.0,2X,'TO- ,r5.0,2X,'Pl-',F5.1,2X, 'P0-' ,F5.l,
>2X,'rx-',F4.3,2X,'rO-',r4.3/)
























WRITE( 9,60 )TINIT1N2,T0,PO,FIN1 ,11N2. 30
RETURN
40 HRITE(9,70)
WRITE( 9,60 ITZIi*TXN2, TO, P0, FNI , 7N2, TO
S0 FOR1 AT(5X,'STATION IDENT: PRE LPT MIXING, STATIONS 3,5-61/)
60 roRMAT(5X, T1-',r5.0,2x, 'T2- ,F5.0.2,2x TO-' ,rS.0,2X,'PO.',rS.1,
>2X,'F1-,4.3,2X,F2-',r4.3,2X,'FO-',F4.3/)

































WRITEC 9,50 )TIN,TO,PIN, PO,FXN.F0,ETART,GBARk,ERPT
RETURN



































C >'GBAR-' IGBAF, 'ETALT-' ,ETALT
C WRITE(6,*)EZLPT-',ELPT
WPI TE (9, 60 1
,'1TEC9,50)TIN,TO,PINPO,rXN,Fo,ETALT,GBAR,ELPT
40 FORrIAT(SX,'STATION IDENTt HP TURBINE, STATIONS 4-5'/)
50 r'RNNTi5X,'Tl-',r5.0,2X,'TO-',F5.0,2X, pi-,,F5.1,2X,0P0-',
>F5.1.2X,'Fi-,Fr4.3,2x,'rO-,F4.3/,5X,'ETA-',F6.4,2X,'GBAR-',













WRITE( 9, 20)TIN,TO,PINPO, FIN,fO





C E IIA* III 11111I A* IIAAIIAIII II111 Ill
C









C~hh****h**I****************A*BLVZFOR FAN STREAM RACE MURDER













C NPITE(6,*) AMACHB- ,CMNIi







Ci***********h************SLVEFOR MIXER INLET AREA RATIO
A12AIl-BETA/(l..FINl)4 CMIN1/CMIN2*SQRT((GLOCII'RGAS(FIN2)'TIN2'(I.
> )/2 . *C1IN2*A2. )))




























N IT ( 9. 20 1TIli. TXN2 ,TO, PIN!, P1N2 ,PD
WRITEt9. 30)rINl,F1N2,rOCMRIICRIN2,CnO,A12AII
RETURN
10 FORMAT(5X,FBTATION IDENTs CONST. AREA MIXER, STATIONS 7,9-91/)
20 FORMAT(5X. 'TI- ,r5.0,2X,0T2-' ,r5.0,2X.*To-'.P5.0,2X.'P1-' .PS.I,2X,
30 roRKAT(SX. 'ri-'.r4.3,2X, 'F2-',r4.3,2x, 'yo-,,l.3,2x,,M1-',r4.2,2x,
C
40 NRITE(6,50)





















































10 FORMAT(5X, 'PERFORKANCE PARAMETERS'/)
20 roRMAT(SX,'AMACHe-',F6.3/,5X,*SP.THRUST -',r6.2,2X,'src - ,rS.3






































































































































































ll (HONE.GE.600. ).OR. (PHI0NE.G3.1.9)) 00TO 70

























C A** A*AA*1111AA*111 AAA A*AAA*














C 10 CALL SETCLR('YELLOW')
C CALL MARKER(IS)
C GOTO 60
C 20 CALL SETCLPCYKN')
C CALL MARKER(18)
C G070 60
C 30 CALL BETCLR(MPAGENTA-)
C CALL HARKER(S)
C GOTO 60
C 40 CALL SETCLR('GREEN')
C CALL MARKER(9)
C GOTO 60
C 50 CALL SETCLR('RED')
C CALL KARKEP(2)






C PLOT ROUTINE USING GRAFKIT SOFTWARE
C-------m............................................-----------------
SUBROUTINE GKSPLOTlIXIA,Ylk,Y2A,IAN4,ICP1)
C-.PLOT OF SPECIFIC THRUST AND SFC VS INPUT PARAMETER
C --- CHOICES OF INPUT PARAMETERS ARE:
C ----- 1. BYPASS PATIO
C ----- 2. FAN PRESSURE RATIO
C ----- 3. COMPRESSOR PRESSURE RATIO






C ---- SPECIFY X,Y LEFT AND Y RIGHT LABELS-------------------
C
YILAaEL-*A: Specific Thrust lbf/(Ibm/s)'
Y2LABEL-'Bt SrC (Ibm fuel/hr)/lbf thrust'










iRITE(6,*)' 0 - AUTOMATICALLY DETERMINE XIMIN AND XIMAX'WPlU.%6,')' I - INPUT XIMIN AND XZMAX'
REA-3I 5,*)IANS5
I! ?IANS5.EQ.1) THEN
4PITE(6.*)' INPUT XIMIN -:'
PED5,' )X1MIN
WRITE(6,*) ' INPUT XIMAX -z'
READ(5,*)XIKAX
ELSE


















C--INPUT THE NUMBER OF THE FIGURE TO PLOT (FIG 11)---





C WRITE(6,'(1XAIl)TOP LABEL -',TOFLBL
C .............. f ..... f ........







C--OPEN GKS, OPEN AND ACTIVATE WORKSTATION.
CALL OPNGFS(1,2,1)
C





CALL GSCR(1 .4,1 .00,0.00,0.00)
CALL GSCR( 1,5,1.00,0.00,1.00)




C--SET VIEWPOINT AND DEFINE THE RANGE OF USER'S DATA TO BE USED
CALL AGSETr ('GRID/LEFT.', .15)
CALL AGSETF ('GRID/PIGHT.', .85)
CALL AGSETF ('GRID/TOP.', .85)
CALL AGSETF ('GRID/BOTTOM.l, .15)
C--SET UP FOR FIRST PLOT
C--DEFINE THE TOP, BOTTOM, LEFT AND RIGHT LABELS
C--PUT BLANKS IN FIRST CURVE LABELS
CALL AGSETC ('LABEL/NAME.', 'T')
CALL AGSETI ('LINE/NUMBER.', 100)
CALL AGSETC ('LINE/TEXT.', '
C
CALL AGSETC ('LABEL/NAME.', 'B')
CALL AGSETI ('LINE/NUMBER.',-100)
CALL AGSETC ('LINE/TEXT.', '
C
CALL AGSETC ('LABEL/NAME.', 'L')
CALL AGSETI ('LINE/NUMBER.', 100)
CALL AGSETC ('LINE/TEXT.', 1 '
CALL AGSETC ('LABEL/NAME.', 'B')
CALL AGSETI ('LINE/NUMBER.',-100)
CALL AGSETC ('INE/TEXT.', ')
C--TURN OFF RIGHT AXIS
CALL AGSETF ('AXIS/PIGHT/CONTROL.',0.0)
C--SET YMIN AND THAX FOR FIRST PLOT
CALL AGSETF ('X/MINIMUM.', XIMIN)
CALL AGSET? ('X/MAXIMUM.', X1MAX)
CALL AGSETF ('Y/MINIMUM.', 0.0)






CALL DASHDC ('$$$$$$$$$$''' .$$$$$$$$$$',3,1)
C ---- PLOT CURVE 1: XIA VS YIA
CALL AGCURV (XIA,I,YIA,1,ICPI,-I)
C
C ---- SET UP FOR SECOND PLOT
C --- DEFINE THE TOP, BOTTOM, LEFT AND RIGHT LABELS
C- THE LARGER LINE NUMBER WRITES ABOVE PREVIOUS LABELS
CALL AGSETC ('LABEL/NAME.', 'T')
CALL AGSETI ('LINE/NUMBER.', 100)
CALL AGSETC ('LINE/TEXT.', TOPLBL)
C
CALL AGSETC ('LABEL/NAME.', 'B')
CALL AGSETI ('LINE/NUMBER.' ,-110)
CALL AGSETC ('LINE/TEXT.',XILABEL)
C
CALL AGSETC ('LABEL/NAME.', 'L')
CALL AGSETI ('LINE/NUMBER.', 110)
CALL AGSETC ('LINE/TEXT.',YILABEL)
CALL AGSETC ('LABEL/NAME.', '')
CALL AGSETI ('LINE/NUMBER.',-100)
CALL AGSETC ('LINE/1E,.',Y2LA6EL}




C --- TURN ON THE RIGHT AXIS
CALL AGSETr ('AXIS/RIGHT/CONTROL.',1.0)
C --- CHANGE THE YMIN AND YMAX
CALL AGSETF ('Y/MINIMUM.', 0.0)
CALL AGSETF ('Y/MAXIMUM.', 1.5)







C ---- PLOT CURVE 2: XIA VS Y2A
CALL AGCURV (XIA,I,Y2A,I,ICP1,-2)
C ---- CALL FRAME TO ADVANCE THE FRAME










a. Log on to the VAX
b. At the DCL prompt type:
$run WRCOMPIA .......... runs WRCOMP program
.......... select options from screen
2. INTERFACING WITH ENGINE
a. Run ENGINE program in either configuration.
b. $type ENCINEi.DAT or
$print ENGINEI.DAT/que=Ia210_1
c. From the ENGINE1.DAT determine:
1) Pressure out of HPC
2) Temperature out of the HPC
3) Gamma at the HPC
4) Fuel-air ratio (f) from the burner
d. Run WRCOMPIA using these values as inputs and make
a guess for RREF.
e. If min doesn't equal mout from WRCOMP, then change
the guess for RREF and iterate until they are
equal.
f. Run ENGINEIA in the wave rotor configuration with
the correct value for RREF.
72
B. SAMPLE RESULTS
FILE WRPERF1.OUT FROM WRCOMPIA.FOR PROGRAM:
# OF TIME STEPS K- 2000
CFLNUM- 0.6000000
1 oF RIEMANN ITER. (QSTOP)- 20
GRID CELL WIDTH DX- 0.01
PTO - 79.20000 psi
PTOTIN- 546064.8 Pa
PTIN - 0.1956737 Ibm/ft'3
RTOTIN - 3.134375 kg/mw3
PSEXITI - 75.54148 psi
PSEXIT - 520840.2 Pa
PREF1 - 188.8537 (psi)
PREF - 1302101. (Pa)
xref - 0.1600000 0
xrefl - 0.590>512 ft
TIMING AND MASS FLOW BALANCE:
INLET PORT OPFFS4 AT:
N- 741 TTl-AL- 1.2576689 TIME- 0.0003766
EXHAUST PORT CLOSES AT:
N-1014 TTOTAL- 1.7417805 TIME- 0.0005218
INLET PORT CLOSES AT:
N-1681 TTCINL- 3.1865280 TIME- 0.0009547
P(199)-0.6e590S P(201)-0.684240 P(203)-0.684240
Min- 0.561596 Mout- 0.626005 SWL- 1 SWR- 1
WAVE ROTOR PERFORMANCE MAP ANALYSIS:
SPR- 0.40 Tr - 1.60 TTR -1.1356 FIN -0.0165 AMEXIT-0.9000
PTO- 79.20 TOTIN- 1056.00 GAMMA-1.371C RTIN-0.1957 RTOTIN-3.1344
PTE-126.72 PE - 75.54 PREF -186.85 TTE - 1964.0 TE - 1707.4
TREF- 2187.9 RGUZSS-0,22520 RREF- 3.6073
COMPUTER RUN TIME - 835.5391 secs.
73
C. WRCOMP PROGRAM LISTING
Sections which are commented out with a "C" contain
features that have been disabled (eg. DISSPLA) or they contain
amplifying remarks.
















C DATA N, CFLNUM ,TTOTAL/0 .0.60,0.0/
C DATA FTOTIN,RTOTIN,PSEXIT/547292.900, 3.250..497390.1/




WRITE(6,*)'INPUT NUMBER OF TIME STEPS (2000):'
PEAD( 5 *)
WPITE(20,*)'FILE WRPERF1.OUT FROM WRCOMP1A.P'OR PROGRAM:'
WPITE(20,*)
WRITE(20,*)' IOF TIME STEPS K- ',K




WRITF(6,*)'INPUT M.AX NUMBER OF PIEM.ANN ITERATIONS (20):'
READ ( 5,') STOP
WPITE) 20,3021 )QSTOP
3021 FORMAT(SX,'# OF RIEMANN ITER. (OSToP)- 1,13)
WRITE(6,*)'INPUT GRID CELL WIDTH (0.01)!'
READ( 5,*~) OX
WRITE) 20,3022 )DX
3022 FORMAT(5X,'GPID CELL WIDTH DX- ',F4.2)
C-------- INPUT TOTAL CONDITIONS INTO THE WAVE ROTOR----------------
















c----------- density in lbm/ft'3__________
PTIN-PTO*144 .0/(RGIWF-TT0TIN)
C----------- density In kg/nm^3 
_____
RTOTIN-RTIN*0. 4533 T77./. 04917 3 .
74
WRITE(6,*)' RTIN - ',PTIN,' 1baM/ft&3f
WRITE(6,*)' RTOTIN - ',RTOTIN,' kg/m'3'
WRITE(20,*p' RTZN - '.PTIN,' lbm/ft^3'
WRITE(20,*1, RTOTIN - ',RTOTIN,' kg/w&-3'
WRITE(6,*)'It4PUT TOTAL PRESSURE RATIO (TPR)t'
READ( 5,, )TPP
WRITE(6,*)'INPUT EXIT MACH (ARSOLUTZfl'
READ( 5,')AMEXIT
C ------- COMPUTE EXIT STATIC PRESSURE
PSEXITI-PTO'TPR/(l+(G--14/2.*AMEXIT'2.**CG/(G-1.))
PSEXIT-PSEXIT1*144 .0*47.88026
WPITE(6,*)' PSEXITI - ',PSEXIT1,'pgi'
WRITE(6,*)' PSEXIT - ',PStXIT,'Ps'
WRPITE(20,')' PSEXITI - ',FSEXITI,'pst'
WRITE(20,')' PSEXIT - ',PSEXIT,'Pa'
C-------- INPUT REF DATA-----------------------------------





WRITE(6,')' PREFI - ',PPEFI,' (psi)'
W~PITE(6,*)' PREF - ',PPEF,' (Pa)'
IqRITE(20.*)' PREFi - '.PPEFI,' (psW)
~P1T(2),)' REF - ',PPEF,' (Pa)'
WRT(6,*)'INPUT GUESS FOR RREF (lbr/ft^3):*
READ(S,*)RGUESS
RREr-FGuEss*0.45359(l./0. 3048)''13.
WRITE(6,*')' RGUESS - ',PGUESS,' lbr/ft^3'
WPITE(6 *)' RREF - ',RREF,' kg/nr3'
C-------- INPUT XPEF IN METERS----------------------------
WRITE(6,*)'INPUT XREF3 (0.1800 Mn)'
REAO( 5, *)XPEF
C-------- CONVERT XREF TO FEET FOR CORRECT DIMENSIONS--------
XREFI-XREF/0.3048
WPITE(G,*)' xref - 'XREF,' ?I'
4RIE~~')' xrefl -',XRErl,' ft'
WP.IT(20*)' xref -',XPET,' ml'














C-------------------- START COMPUTER TIME CLOCK---------------
PIN7T-0.0
RCTIME--SECNDS( RI NTT)




























































C WPITE(6,*)'U( ',1+2, )-' ,U(I+2)
C WRITE(6,*)oA( '.1.2.')-' *A(1+2)




PC I )-R( 1+1 )
UC I)-U( 1+1)




IF( SWL. EQ.2) CALL SCL2(3PSEXrl ,PREF)




IF CSWR. EQ.?) CALL BCR2 3PSEXIT, PREF)
IF( SWR.EQ. 3) CALL BCR3(PSINR,RrNR, PREF,RREF)
IF(SWR.EQ.4) CALL BCR4(PTOTIN,RTOTIN,PPEF,PPEF)
IF(SWR.EO.5) CALL BCP5
IF) SWL.EQ.4) MASSIN-tiASSIN+R( 3)*U( 3)*DT
IF(SWR.EQ.2) MASOUT-tiASOUT.R(201)*U(201)*DT





C ------ CALCULATE PRESSURES AND TEMPS FROM INPUT INFO---------









WRITE(20, 3025 )SFR, TER ,TTRI, FIN, AMEXIT
WRITE(20,3026)PTO,TTOTIN,G,RTIN,PTOTIN
WR1TE( 20, 3027) PIE,FE, PREF, TTE, TE
WPITE) 20, 3028 )TREF, RGUESS, RREF
3024 FORMAT(2X,'WAVE ROTOR PERFORMANCE MAP ANALYSIS:')
3025 FORMAT(SX,'SPR-' ,r6.2,2X,'TPR -I,r8.2,2X,'TTR -',F6.4,2X,
>'FiN -',V6.4,2x,'AMEXIT-',F6.4)
3026 roPMAT(5X, 'PTO-',F6.2,2X,'TOTIN-' ,F8.2,2X,'GAMMA-' ,W6.4,2X,
>'RTIN-',F6.4,2X,'RTOTIN-',F6.4)
3027 FORMAT(5X,'PTE-' ,F6.2,2X,'PE -,,8.2,2X,'PREr -,Y6.2,2X,
>'TIE -',F7.1,1X,'TE -,,F7.1)
3028 rORMAT(4X,'TREF-' ,F7.1,lX,'RGUESS-',F7.5,2X,'RREF- ',F6.4)
PCTIME-SECNDS( PINT?) -RCTIME
WRITE(6,*)'COMPUTER RUN TIME -',RCTIME,' Seca.'
WPIIE315,*)'COMPUTER RUN TIME -',RCTIPIE,' Seca.'
WRIIE( 20, *)
















C BEGIN GODtJNOV ITERATION
30 Q-0+1
IF(PSTAR.LT.EPS) PSTAR-EFS
C COMPUTE NEXT ITERATION FOR ML AND MR
MLN-COEFL*PHI (PSTAR,PL)





C COMPUTE NEW PSTAR
PTIL-PSTAR
PSTAP-(UL-UP+PL/ML+PR/MP )/( 1./ML+1 ./MR)
PSTAR-ALPHA*PSTAR+( 1.-ALPHA) 'PTIL
IF(Q.LE.QSTOP) GOTO 10
IF(ABS(PSTAR-PTIL) .LT.EPS) GOTO 20




10 IF(DIFML.GE.EPS) GOTo 30
IF(DIFMR.GE.EPS) GOTO 30
C END or GODUNOV ITERATION1 COMPUTE USTAR
20 USTAR-(PL-PP+ML*UL+MR6 UR)/(ML+MR)
C BEGIN SAMPLING PROCEDURE
IF (XI.LT.USTAPADT) GO To 40
C RIGHT SIDE; SELECT CASE OF SHOCK OR EXPANSION
IF (PSTAR.LT.PR) GO TO 50
C RIGHT WAVE IS A SHOCK WAVE
WR-UP +ME/RR
IF (XI.LT.WR*DT) GO TO 60
















IF (XI.GC.(USTAR+ASTAR)*DT) GO To 70






C SELECT RIGHT OF FAN OR IN FAN
70 IF (XI.GE.(UR+AR)*DT) GO To 80
C IN RIGHT FAN CASE
PGLIM-CONST*RGLIN* 'GR
RETURN





C LEFT SIDE; SELECT CASE OF SHOCK OR RAREFACTION
40 IF (PSTAR.LT.FL) GO TO 90
C LEFT WAVE IS A SHOCK WAVE
WL-UL-NL/RL
IF (XI.GE.WL*DT) GO TO 100





C RIGHT Of LEFT SHOCK CASE




*C LEFT WAVE IS A RAREFACTION WAVE
90 CONST-L/HL'lGL
RSTAR- (PSTAP./CONST) A(l. /GL)
ASTAR-3QRT!. C. *PSTAR/RSTAR)
AL-SQRT( GL*PL/PL)
IF (XI.LT.(J]'TAR-ASTAR)*DT) GO TO 110
C RIC 'T Of' LEFT FAN CASE
PGLIM-RSTAR
PGLIM-FSTAP
UGL I -US TAR
RETURN
C SELECT LEFT OF FAN OR IN FAN CASE
110 IF (XI.LT.(UL-AL)*DT) GO TO 120













COMMON/FUN1/G, PA, RA, UA, RB,RMU
EPS-l .E-06
PARAM- Y/Z
IF (ABS(1.-PARAM)kGE.EPS) GO TO 10
PHI-SQRT(G)
RETURN










































AC I)-SQPT(P( I)*G/R(!) )
10 CONTINUE
PC 1)-PC 3)


















DImENS10ON P(203) ,P(203) ,U(203) ,A(203) ,5(203) ,X(203)

















U I )-0 .0








P( 203 '-P( 201)
B( 203)-BC 201)
UC 203 )--UC 201)





COI-MON /SUBS/P , B U,A,S, X
COIMMON/FiNI /G,PA, RA, UA, ADBIIU
DO 10 1-3,201,2
PC I -2421667.5
R( 1 )-9 .787
U(1)-a .0

























DIMENSION P(203),R(203) ,UC203),A( 203) ,S(203),X(203)
COMMON/SUBS/FP,,,S, X








A( 203 I-SQRT(GA?( 203 )/R(203))
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE BCL3(cPSINL , INL, PREF, PREF)
DIVENSION Pc203),R(203) ,U(203) ,A(203),S(203),X(203)














DIMENSION P(203) ,R(203) ,u(203) ,A1203) ,S(203) .1(203)
COMMON/SUBS/P. B,U,,S ,X








DIMENSION P(203),R(203) ,U(203) ,A(203),S(203) .X(203)








DIMENSION P(203) ,R(203).U(2C3) *A(203) ,S(203) ,X1203)
































K3N-t OD) (p0+1) ,LI)
IDIGT(33 )-K3N












C DIMIENSION XORG(4),YORG(4),YMAX(4) ,YIN(4),KNT(4),IYNAM(I0)
C DIMENSION PARRAY(100),RARRAY(100),UARRAY(l00),SARRAY(100),XARRAY(I
C >00)








C DATA IYNAM/'PRES','SURE','$ ','DENS','ITY$','VELO','CITY','$
C >,'ENTR','OPY$'/











C CALL GRAF(0.,'SCALE',l.D,YIZN(l), 'SCALE',YMAXCI))
C IF(I.EQ.1) CALL SETCLR('YELLOW')
C IF(I.EQ.2) CALL SETCLR('CYAN')
C I-(!.EQ.3) CALL SETCLP('RED')
C IF(I.EQ.4) CALL SETCLR('MAGENTA')
C IF(N.EQ.F) CALL SETCLR('WHITE')
cc IF(N.EQ.2398) CALL SETCLR('BLUE')
C IF(I.EQ.1) CALL CURVE (XAPRAY,PARSAY,100,0)
C IF(I.EQ.2) CALL CURVE (XARRAY,RARRAY,100,0)
c IF(I.EQ.31 CALL CURVE (XASSAY,UARRAY,100,0)









































U( 1 wU( 3)
AC1)-SQHT(ATOT*h2.-(G-1.)/2.*ABS(U(1))**2.)
AMACH-UC 1 /AC 1)









DIMENSION P(203) ,R(203) ,U(203) ,A(203.I,S(203) ,X(203)
DIMENSION QL(20?)
DIME!USTON XARRAY(le)0)














AdiACH-U( 203 ?/A( 203)
lir(AMACH.LT.0.0) GO TO 60




50 IF(N1 .EQ.25*OOUT) WRITE(10,1) PJ201) ,U(201) ,Nl3,N













DIMEN4SION P(203) ,P(203).U(203),A(203),S(203) ,XC2Oi)
CON? ON/SUBS,/P,K,U,A,S ,X
P( 203 )-P( 201)









COMfI14/SUBS/P ,P,Ul,A, S, X
IF(rSWL.EQ.1).AND.(SWR.EQ.2)) Go TO 10
IF(rSWL.EO.4kAUD.(SWR.EQ.2)) GO TO 30
1E((SWL.EQ.4).AND.(SNP.EQ.1)) GO TO 50
IF((SWL.EO.1) .AND.(SWR.EQ.1)) RETURN
10 1WAYt-P(2)


























C IF(N.EQ.1590) GO TO 60






WRITE( 6,75) N,TTOTAL,TIr E
WRITEC 15,75) N,TTOTAL,TIME
WRITE( 20,75) N,TTOTAL,TIME







1 4)74 rORMAT(5X,'INLET PORT OPENS AT:')
75 FORMAT(5X,'N-',14,5X,'TTOTAL.' ,F14.7,2X,'TIIE.',rl4.7)
76 FORMAT(SX,'EXHAUST PORT CLOSES AT:')







1. FROM MAINFRAME TO AERO PC LAB
The following procedures use SIMPC to download
programs from the NPS mainframe to the Aero Department's PC
Lab. The modem and SIMPC hooked up to the IBM PC-XT-2 in the
Aero PC lab. The following boldfaced commands outline the
procedures.
C\ <dir> >cd\SIMPC ......... change dir to SIMPC dir
C\SIMPC>SIMPC ACCESS.SIM... execute SIMPC macro ACCESS.SIM
LOGON: 9812P .... logon to mainfrare (user number)
PASSWORD: .... enter your mainframe password
<enter> .... executes your PROFILE.EXEC
FORSIMPC GET ENGINE FORTRAN Al..file to copy from
mainframe
A:ENGINE.FOR
FORSIMPC PRINT ENGINE FORTRAN Al..optional if you wanted
to send your file to the current printer.
LOGOFF ... logoff the mainframe
<ALT> <G> ... hangs up the modem
<ALT> <Q> ... quits SIMPC and returns to DOS
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The procedure above uses the macro ACCESS.SIM which
was written specifically to link between the Aero PC lab nd
the NPS mainframe.
2. FROM AERO P.C. LAB TO VAX SYSTEM
The following procedure uses PROCOMM, an executable
modem link, and ALT 0, a modem macro written specifically to
link the Aero PC lab to the Aero VAX lab. KERMIT is the
actual file transferring program.
C\ <dir> >cd\COM... change to COM directory.
PROCGNM .executable program
<ALT> 0 .macro modem link
ATDT2953
CONNECT
USERNAME: GUEST .gouge username
PASSWORD: .password will not appear
Are you logged on from a PC? Y
Do you want to connect to WASP? Y
Username: .typical VAX logon
Password:
C\>KERMIT ..executes file transfer program
to send a file:
Receive -RCOMP1.FOR... Program you wish to call
F3: WRL 3.FOR ... file you wish to send but this file
musL be in the PROCOMM dir on the C (hard) drive!
LOGOFF ... logoff the VAX
<ALT> x ... exits PROCOMM
If you have any difficulties F10 is the help menu!
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B. USING "SIGHT" UTILITY ON THE VAX
SIGHT is a utility drawing program available on the Aero
Department VAX computer. It was used to create pop-up menus
for the configurations for the ENGINE program. To run SIGHT,
at the DCL prompt enter
$SIGHT
A pop-up menu provides simple instructions. Save your drawing
as a <fn>.UIS file and then use the VAX "render" command to
create your output file as a <fn>.REN file. An example for




SIGHT can be used to generate a picture from inside a program.
This can be done by inserting the following statement in a
(FORTRAN) program.
CALL LIB$SPAWN ('RENDER <fn>.UIS')
This was done for the ENGINE program.
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C. GRAFkit PROCEDUREr
PLOT3.FOR is a GRAFkit plotting program which was
incorporated in the ENGINEIA.FOR program. PLOT3.FOR will be
available as an engine performance plotting program on the VAX
network. It can accept up to 50 separate data inputr for a
selected X-axis, a Yl-axis for specific thrust, and a Y2-axis
for specific fuel consumption. The instructions for running
PLOT3.FOR are included in the comments section of the program
listing.
PLOT3.FOR program listing
C-.TIlTS PLOTTING PROGRAM USES GRAFKIT SOFTWARE ---------
C ---- E! UVE THE FOLLOWING SEQUENCE IS ENTERED PRIOR TO
C EXECUTION OF PLOT3:




C ---- IF YOU WANT YOUR RESULTS SENT TO EITHER THE LASER OR
C HIGH SPEED PRINTERS:
C logon the VAI
C SGKSETUP
C $In03
C SDEFINE GKOUT PLOT.DAT ("PLOT.DAT- IS YOUR)
C $ln03e Ep (OUTPUT fn.ft
C sRur PLOT3







C-SPECIFY X,Y LEFT AND Y RIGHT LABELS.....
C
Y1L.REL-'A, Specific Thrust lbf/(lbm/s1'
Y2LABEL-'P: SFC (lbm fuel/hr)/lbf thrust'
C ---- CHOOSE THE X PARAMETER TO PLOT
WRITE(6,*)'CHOOSE YOUR X AXIS LABEL(i.e. 1):'
WRITE(6,*)' 1. BYPASS RATIO'
WRITE(6,*)' 2. FAN PRESSURE RATIO'
WRITE(6,*)' 3. COMPRESSOR RATIO'
WRITE(6,*)' 4. LPT EXIT MACH NUMBER'
















C-- --- CHOOSE THE NUMBER OF DATA PTS TO PLOT MAX- SO-------
C
WRITE(6,*)'INPUT NUMBER OF DATA POINTS TO PLOT (MAR-50)'
PEAO(S,*) ICPI
C--- INPUT X AXIS VALUES:
C






WRITE(6,*)' 0 - AUTOMATICALLY DETERMINE 11111K AND X1111.'
NRITE(6,*)' 1 - INPUT 111111 AND X1MA.X'
PEAD( 5,*)IANSS
IF (IANSS.EO.1) THEN
wRrTE,6,*) INPUT 11111K -t'
P.EAD(S.' 111111
)RITE(6,*' INPUT XIMAX -t'
RmAD(5S.* IXiMAX















C--INPUT VALUES FOR TI AND Y2 ARRAYS





"PITE(6,*)-INPU? VALUES FOR ',Y2LABEL
Do K-lICPI





C--INPUT THE NUMBER OF THE FIGURE TO PLOT (FIG 1) ---




TOP LBC- FIG 1//NUMB I
C "RITt(6,'(lX,A11)')'TOP LABEL *',TOPLBL




C--OPEN ORS, OPEN AND ACTIVATE WORKSTATION.
CALL OPNGRSII,,I)
C
C BET UP THE COLOR TABLE





CALL GSCR(1 .5,1 .00,0.00,1.00)
CALL GSCR( 1,6,1 .00,0.00,1.00)
CALL GBCR( I,7,1.OO,1.O0,1.O0)
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CALL GSCR( 1,0.0.00,0 .00,0.00)
C
C--SET VIEWPOINT AND DEFINE THlE RANCE OF USER'S DATA TO BE USED
CALL AGSETr ('GRID/LEFT.', .15)
CALL AGSETF ('GRID/RIGHT.'. .65)
CALL AGSETF t(GRID/TOP.', .85)
CALL AGSETr ('GRID/BOTTOM.'. .15)
C--SET UP FOR FIRST PLOT
C--DEFINE THE TOP, BOTTOM, LEFT AND RIGHT LABELS
C--PUT BLANKS IN FIRST CURVE LABELS
CALL AGSETC ('LABEL/NAME.', IT')
CALL AGSETI ('LINE/NUMBER.', 100)
CALL AGSETC ('LINE/TEXT.',
C
CALL AGSETC ('LABEL/NAME.'. IB')
CALL AGSETI ('LrNE/NtJMBER.',-j00)
CALL AGSETC ('LINE/TEXT.', I
C
CALL AGSETC ('LABEL/NAME.', IL')
CALL AGSETI ('LINE/NUMBER.', 100)
CALL AGSETC ('LINE/TEXT.', 1'
CALL AGSETC ('LABEL/NAME.', 'R')
CALL AGSETI ('LINE/NUMBER.',-100J
CALL AGSeTC ('LINE/TEXT.' 1 1)
C--TURN OFF RIGHT AXIS
CALL hGSETF ('AXIS/RIGHT/CONTROL.' .0.0)
C--SET YMIN AND YKAX FOR FIRST PLOT
CALL A'-SETf ('X/MINIMUM.', XIMIN)
CALL AGSETF ('X/MAXIMUM.', XlMAX)
CALL AGSETF ('Y/MINIMUM.', 0.0)









C--SET UP POP SECOND PLOT
C--DEFINE THE TOP, BOTTOM, LEFT AND RIGHT LABELS
C--THE LARGER LINE NUMBER WRITES ABOVE PREVIOUS LABELS
CALL AGSETC ('LABEL/NIAME.', IT')
CALL AGSETI ('LINE/NUMBER.', 100)
CALL AGSETC ('LINE/TEXT.',TOPLBL)
C
CALL AGSETC ('LABEL/NAME.', 'B')
CALL AGSETI ('LINE/NUMBER.',-110)
CALL AGSETC ('LINE/TEXT.' .XILABEL)
C
CALL AGSETC ('LABEL/NAME.',. 'L')
CALL AGSETI ('LINE/NUMBER.', 110)
CALL AGSETC ('LIN9/TEXT.',TlLABEL)
CALL AGSETC ( 'LABEL/NiAME.'I, 'R ')
CALL AGSETI ('LINE/NUMBER.', -100)
CALL AGSETC ('LINE/TEXT.' ,Y2LABEL)






C--- TPN ON THE~ RIGHT 
AIS
CAL-- hrSZTT (,NIIS/R!GHT/C0NTROL.'.1 
.0)
~~ THE YMIN AND 'IlMNX
CALL JGSErr ("Y/MNN1UM. , 0.0)
CALL AGSETr 
1.5)
C--- TURN OH THE RIGHT AIS 
NUMEPS1CS
CALL AGSZTF ftlIGHT/NUflZEnC/TYFE. 
, I .t6)





C---- PLOT CUR~VE 21 xi 
vs Y2
CALL RGCUPV
C--CALL rRANE To AO'JM4Ct 
THt VRAME
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